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The Fiddler Is a Good Woman A rocking literary novel by Geoff Berner By the author of Festival Man, which Maclean’s praised for its “razor-sharp Richler-esque satire” Following up his widely acclaimed satirical sendup of the Canadian music scene, in his new novel Geoff Berner takes readers once again into the wacky world of alternative, folk, and indie rock in a self-unravelling narrative that’s masquerading as a biography that doesn’t quite exist, as told by people who don’t agree on much. Written for fans of Paul Quarrington and Sean Michaels, with generous winks to the indie music scene, The Fiddler Is a Good Woman travels through a world of knockabout musicians, chancers, and fierce women, on the trail of an inimitable artist who truly lives in the moment, for better or worse. The Plot: a writer named Geoff Berner has been tasked with creating a biography of DD, a mysterious, charismatic, chimerical musician who has, it seems, dropped off the face of the earth. In the course of his search for DD, Berner interviews her friends, ex-bandmates, ex-lovers, and others. They paint such variable portraits of her that each successive attempt to describe her casts doubt on the previous testimony. As his project is taken over by the lively, infuriating, entertaining tales, a wounded, gifted, complex DD starts to emerge from all the eyewitness accounts and swear-to-god true stories. The Fiddler Is a Good Woman will be released by Dundurn in October and Berner’s new album Canadiana Grotesqueiqua will be included as a free download in every copy of the book. Geoff Berner is the author of the novel Festival Man and the graphic novel We Are Going To Bremen To Be Musicians. A singer/songwriter and accordion player, he has released six albums and toured in seventeen countries. He lives in Vancouver, B.C. National Book Tour:    
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ADVANCE PRAISE FOR THE FIDDLER IS A GOOD WOMAN “One of the most heartfelt lies I have ever read. Berner’s story of a punk-rock fiddler is by turns beguiling, unruly, and sad — an improbable oral history for an imaginary Canadian music scene.” —Sean Michaels, author of Us Conductors, winner of the Scotiabank Giller Prize “Berner's unlikely, implausible sequel to Festival Man is somehow real — insofar as it appears to exist. It's right here in front of you after all: full of desperate truth-tellers, truth-seekers in all their ragged glory, and the honest lies of oracles who’ve been banished to the edges of life. All I know for certain is The Fiddler is a Good Woman, and this is a wonderful book.” —Shaughnessy Bishop-Stall, author of Ghosted PRAISE FOR FESTIVAL MAN “It's a picaresque little tale indeed, full of pitfalls, pratfalls, sex, and drugs, but then so's the business in which Festival Man is set. So be warned: If it's The Sound of Music you're after, this one's definitely not for you.” —New York Journal of Books “Geoff Berner's debut novel is a fun, fast read. Berner's career as an international touring musician undoubtedly provided a wealth of experience to pull from. Filled with rock'n'roll misadventure and emotional debris, Campbell's speed- and booze-fuelled ramblings reflect — accurately and often hilariously — the unconventional characters who exist within the music industry.” —Quill & Quire “... Berner employs his unreliable narrator as effectively as Paul Quarrington's Whale Music, or, say, Keith Richards's Life – each of which, page for page, Berner can match with both anecdotal hilarity and razorsharp Richler-esque satire. Festival Man is required reading for anyone who's ever played, worked or fallen down drunk at a folk festival.” —Maclean's Berner's debut novel, Festival Man, pays brilliant homage to that [folk festival] background. It's an absurdist, sort-of-based-on-real-life, snarky tale primarily based at the Calgary Folk Music Festival” —FFWD Magazine “This mighty book is much like a festival in many ways: it throws in a dash of the unexpected – unruly, unlikeable yet endearing characters, life-changing musical interludes and conversations – and it ends much too quickly... A remarkably unique tangent of a tale, Festival Man is a riotously funny, heartfelt and honest portrayal of life on the Canadian festival circuit.” —The Coast “A searing, side-splitting book with charm and character, painting a vivid picture of the Canadian music landscape in all its grand bamboozlery.” —Vancouver Sun “... one of the most truthful accounts ever published on life as a touring musician.” —Georgia Straight “ [Berner has] created a hilarious book in which laughter and outrage mix in equal parts to paint a portrait of mayhem in the Canadian folk world that the reader won't soon forget. His prose is both tight and brilliantly evocative...it's a wicked bullseye of a book.” —Penguin Eggs Magazine “…these pages sidestep cliches and comparisons and get at the heart at what the music sounds like and what it does to the listener, an extremely hard thing to do, effectively showing, not telling, the reader what ‘real’ music sounds like.” —National Post “Filled with dark humour, staccato storytelling and alcohol-soaked momentum...Festival Man is for any wayward music lover, washed up wild card or religious festival attendee. It's a tour de force of the grit and seedy underbelly of the music industry, and lands somewhere between self-indulgence and redemption.” —Telegraph-Journal (Saint John, NB) “The best rock 'n' roll novel since Whale Music.” —Shaughnessy Bishop-Stall, author of Ghosted
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